
MONITOR, MAINTAIN & GEOLOCATE

AUTOMATED DEFIBRILLATORS 
SMART MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
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Installing defibrillators is not enough!
It is vital to map them, maintain them regularly, facilitate and promote their use 
and train the public to use them. 

AEDMAP has developed a smart solution to meet all these needs

www.aedmap.org

Geolocate

Once registered, the defibrillator 
is immediately available online on 
the map!
Available to the administrator
and also to the general public, 
through the «Staying Alive»  App 
for smartphones.

Manage

An expired pad?
A battery to replace?
A defibrillator that no longer 
works? AEDMAP Visio alerts 
the administrator of any need to 
replace consumables.

Check

Thanks to the AEDMAP Mobile 
application  installed on his 
smartphone, the technician can 
update the information live and 
record all his interventions. The 
data are integrated and updated in 
real time in the central database.

Reference

Each defibrillator is registered in 
the database. This is the first step. 
It specifies the product number, 
the installation date, location and 
availability of each defibrillator.

Monitor

Integrating a new device,
modifying its characteristics, 
removing a record,...
Through the AEDMAP Visio 
interface, the administrator can 
perform all the necessary tasks to 
maintain his database up to date 
... from anywhere. An Internet 
connection is enough.

Act & Save

With AEDMAP Visio, the database 
is updated in real time. Defibril-
lators are all operational and 
geolocated. In case of a sudden 
cardiac arrest, everyone can find 
the nearest defibrillator and save 
a life. 
First responders can be live map-
ped to improve care efficiency.

With AEDMAP Visio, the database manager has a global and up to date
vision of the status of his defibrillators installation in real time...



Integrating AEDMAP solution, means ensuring the proper functioning of all of your 
defibrillators in compliance with regulatory constraints. The proposed AEDMAP contract 
includes several benefits, from the initial inventory  to the communication with the 
general public.

AEDMAP Manager, secured adminstration interface

Defibrillators referencing

Mapping: your defibrillators are geolocated. You can include 
these informations in your system with our webservices

Devices and consumables trackability

Consumables handling and supplying

Monthly dunning to check the device operation

AEDMAP Mobile, maintenance app

Archiving of inspection records

Referent database management

Monthly activity statements

Hotline

Visio           Visio +

            

OPTIONS

Consulting
You want to install defibrillators? AEDMAP can assist you ahead of this approach in writing your specifications and 
launching the tender.

Inventory & audit
You’ve just signed a contract with AEDMAP. You have a fleet of defibrillators BUT your database is not up to date. 
AEDMAP proposes to carry out the audit of your fleet. This service includes: the initial inventory, recovery and 
integration of all data relating to each of the devices in your administration account. 

First responders
AEDMAP provides Health Authorities with a complete solution to manage a network of First Responders volunteers:
Enrollment, profile management, approval, live mapping, alert notification.

www.aedmap.org

ANYONE CAN SAVE A LIFE !
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